A bilingual text-mining system is developed for the collection, analysis and reporting of student-generated text recorded in online discussion forums. Using a framework consisting of bilingual keywords of a topic in a subject discipline designed by teachers, the text-mining system identifies and counts the matching keywords covered by the text automatically. The text-mining results presented by hierarchical visualization enable teachers to examine students’ learning status including their strengths and inadequacies in understanding of key concepts of the topic. The hierarchical visualization also incorporates a number of statistical quantities, including coverage, elaboration, proportion and bivariate correlation (i.e. Pearson’s $r$), for supporting a better interpretation of text-mining results. With a well-defined framework of bilingual keywords, the text-mining system enhances teachers to predict learning patterns and improve learning environments so that pedagogical decision-making can be achieved for optimising students’ learning outcomes.

This collaborative project is led by EdUHK, with HKBU and CUHK as partners. The system described here can be made available for use by interested colleagues.
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